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Abstract. In the high latitude Arctic, wintertime sea ice and snow insulate the relatively warmer ocean from the colder 

atmosphere. As the climate warms, wintertime Arctic surface heat fluxes will be dominated by the insulating effect of snow 

and sea-ice covering the ocean until the sea ice thins enough or sea ice concentrations decrease enough such that direct ocean-

atmosphere heat fluxes become more important. Simulated wintertime conductive heat fluxes in the ice-covered Arctic Ocean 

increase ~7-11 W m-2 by mid-21st century and are due to both thinning sea ice and snow on sea ice. Surface heat flux estimates 10 

calculated using grid-cell mean values of sea ice thicknesses underestimate mean heat fluxes by ~16-35% and overestimate 

changes in conductive heat fluxes by up to ~36% in the wintertime Arctic basin even while sea ice concentrations remain 

above 90%. 

1 Introduction 

The Arctic is warming rapidly, and much more rapidly than lower latitudes. This Arctic amplification (AA) is due to a 15 

combination of a number of related mechanisms, including sea ice loss, lapse rate and Plank feedbacks, and changing water 

vapor and clouds, among others (e.g. Graverson and Wang, 2009; Kumar et al, 2010; Screen et al., 2013; Pithan and Mauritsen, 

2014; Vavrus, 2004; Feldl et al., 2020). Sea ice loss contributes to increased surface warming through two primary methods: 

an albedo feedback, and an insulating effect. The albedo feedback results from sea ice concentration losses that expose dark 

ocean water and sea ice surface state changes, including reduced snow cover and increased ponding, that darken the ice surface. 20 

These decrease the surface albedo and increase surface absorption of incoming radiation. The insulating effect results from 

thinning of the sea ice and overlying snow: in the winter, sea ice and snow insulate the relatively warmer ocean from the colder 

atmosphere. As sea ice and snow thin, more heat can be conducted through the sea ice to the atmosphere, influencing the ice-

atmosphere exchange. Thinning ice and snow and increasing conductive heat fluxes can also lead to increased basal sea ice 

growth – a feedback in a warming world that is seen temporarily in climate projections before warming temperatures 25 

overwhelm this feedback and ice growth declines (e.g. Petty et al., 2018; Keen et al, 2020). 

 

A large body of previous research has investigated the interactions between sea ice loss and AA. Most of the published research 

and many of the planned Polar Amplification Model Intercomparison Project (PAMIP) experiments focus on the influence of 

changes in sea ice concentration (SIC) on Arctic warming (e.g. Peings & Magnusdottir, 2014; Sun et al., 2015; Smith et al., 30 
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2019; Sun et al., 2015). Less attention has been paid to the influence of winter sea ice thinning on Arctic surface warming, in 

part because observations of sea ice thickness (SIT) have only recently become more readily available, and in part because the 

effects of SIC losses tend to be large compared to those from SIT changes. Although wintertime SIC in the central Arctic  

remain high and have changed very little over the satellite era, the sea ice has thinned dramatically (e.g. Kwok and Rothrock, 

2009; Kwok, 2018). Sea ice volume has decreased by roughly 66% since submarines have been measuring (1958-1976) – and 35 

by 50% since 1999 (Kwok, 2018; Lindsay and Schweiger, 2015).  

 

Recent work with atmosphere-only models over both the historical time period and future scenarios suggest that the 

atmospheric response to SIT changes are strongest in the cold season and at the surface, with atmospheric responses to SIT 

changes of similar or smaller magnitudes than the responses to SIC changes (e.g. Gerdes, 2006; Krinner, 2010; Lang et al., 40 

2017; Labe et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2017). There is qualitative agreement that the inclusion of SIT changes along with SIC 

changes leads to an enhancement of surface AA, although the range across different studies is large: two studies focused on 

late 20th-early 21st century found annual AA enhanced by ~37-50% with the inclusion of SIT (Lang et al., 2018; Sun et al., 

2017), whereas the increase was ~10% in the future simulations (2051-2080) of Labe et al. (2018). 

 45 

Our understanding of the influence of SIT on winter surface AA is further complicated by the presence of snow on sea ice, as 

well as the heterogeneous distribution of both snow and sea ice thickness. Snow is a more effective insulator than sea ice – 

and relatively small changes in snow thicknesses can result in large changes in conductive heat fluxes through the ice with 

consequent impacts on ice-atmosphere exchange. To our knowledge, there have been relatively few basin-scale studies on the 

effects of snow-on-sea-ice on the winter surface heat budgets in the Arctic in a changing climate. Previous work investigating 50 

SIT changes on winter Arctic warming have not typically considered the effects of changing snow cover and often exclude 

this in the experimental design. For example, Lang et al., (2018) used atmosphere only models that do not allow snow to 

accumulate on sea ice. Furthermore, previous work with atmosphere-only models specifies grid-cell averaged values for SIT, 

thus calculating conductive fluxes (which are inversely related to sea ice and snow thicknesses) from an average SIT rather 

than as a sum over a sub-gridscale thickness distribution. This introduces errors relative to fully-coupled model simulations 55 

which typically include a treatment of subgridscale ice thickness variations. These sources of errors and uncertainties also 

apply to global reanalysis products, most of which use constant sea ice thicknesses and no snow on sea ice for their product 

estimates (e.g. Wang et al., 2019) and show particularly large errors over the Arctic Ocean (Bromwich et al., 2018; Jakobson 

et al., 2012 and references therein).  

 60 

In this study we investigate the influence of SIT, snow thickness and heterogeneity in these fields on the Arctic winter energy 

budget in the climate modeling environment. We explore how projected thickness changes in both sea ice and snow influence 

conductive heat fluxes and ice-atmosphere heat exchange. We further investigate the importance of heterogeneity in sea ice 

and snow thicknesses at a model sub-gridcell level, how this impacts conductive heat flux calculations, and quantify the errors 
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that are introduced by using grid-cell average SITs rather than heterogeneous fields. We explore how the wintertime Arctic 65 

heat fluxes change during a time period (1950-2070) when winter Arctic basin SICs remain high while ice and snow show 

dramatic thinning. This allows us to elucidate the dynamic nature of the influence of sea ice and snow thicknesses on surface 

heat budget even when SIC change is small. 

2 Models and Analysis 

2.1 CESM1-LE 70 

We use the Community Earth System Model version 1 Large Ensemble (CESM1-LE; Kay et al., 2015) to explore relationships 

between Arctic wintertime conductive heat fluxes and sea ice and snow thickness fields. The CESM1-LE consists of 40 

simulations forced with historical forcing from 1920-2005, and then the Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5) 

forcing from 2005-2100 (the no-mitigation scenario with a top of the atmosphere radiative forcing of 8.5 W/m2 by 2100; 

Meinshausen et al., 2011). The sea ice model component (CICE; Hunke et al., 2015) in the CESM1 uses a sub-gridscale ice 75 

thickness distribution (ITD) in which thermodynamics are calculated over 5 discrete sub-gridcell thickness categories with 

minimum thicknesses of 0., 0.64, 1.39, 2.47 and 4.57 meters. The presence of the ITD influences both the mean climate state 

and climate feedbacks (Holland et al., 2006). The simulated ITD is influenced by ice growth and melt, by ridging due to 

mechanical forcing, and by ice transport (e.g. Thorndike et al., 1975). Snowfall can accumulate on sea ice and be affected by 

snow melt, ice ridging and transport. Effectively this means that a different snow depth is present across the different ice 80 

thickness categories. Ice-atmosphere fluxes are calculated separately in each sea ice thickness category, weighted by the 

concentration in each category, and passed to the flux coupler for use in the atmospheric model. CICE uses a multi-layer 

thermodynamic scheme (Bitz and Lipscomb, 1999; “BL99”) that includes the effects of a prescribed vertical salinity profile. 

2.2 0-layer thermodynamic conductive heat-flux model 

Not all thermodynamic variables for individual ice thickness categories were saved as part of the CESM1-LE output. In order 85 

to disentangle the relative influences of sea ice and snow thicknesses and their distributions, we use the available CESM1output 

along with the 0-layer thermodynamic model of Semtner (1976) to estimate the conductive heat flux. This simple 0-layer 

model – developed originally to minimize computational costs associated with ice thickness calculations in climate models – 

assumes a linear temperature gradient through the sea ice and snow, and that the conductive heat flux through the ice+snow 

layer is: 90 

 

 

where 
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Ks, Ki = snow and ice conductivities of heat (0.3 Wm-1degK-1, 2.0 Wm-1degK-1) 

hs, SIT = snow and ice thicknesses 95 

Tb ,Ts  = temperatures at the bottom (ocean-ice) and surface (ice-atmosphere) of the ice  

 

This reduces to: 

 

where 100 

heff = (SIT + (Kratio*hs)) is a measure of the effective thickness from an insulating perspective, and 

Kratio = Ki/Ks 

 

In the Arctic winter, surface temperatures remain below the melting point of ice and snow, and the net surface energy budget 

(the sum of the net short- and longwave radiation, and sensible and latent heat fluxes) is balanced by the conductive heat flux 105 

from the ocean through the sea-ice and snow. Climate simulations that prescribe constant sea ice thickness such as those used 

in Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) and many of the Polar Amplification Model Intercomparison Project 

(PAMIP; Smith et al., 2018) experiments only allow for changes in conductive heat fluxes to occur through changes in 

temperatures and possibly through snow depth changes resulting from changing snowfall. Given this, as the surface 

temperature warms, the temperature gradient through the ice decreases, and the conductive heat flux must then decrease (e.g. 110 

Supplementary material). However, when sea ice and snow thicknesses are allowed to change, these changes can lead to 

increases in conductive heat fluxes despite decreases in the temperature gradient. For example, the conductive heat flux for 2 

m of sea ice with 10 cm of snow and a base-to-surface ice temperature difference of 40°K is 30 W/m2. This flux is reduced by 

50% - to 15 W/m2 – in a warming climate when the temperature difference is reduced to 20 °K and SIT and hs remain the 

same. On the other hand, if sea ice and snow thin in the warming climate to a SIT of 0.5 m and hs of 2 cm, the heat flux 115 

conduction is more than doubled to 63 W/m2. These are not insignificant contributions to the surface energy budget – the two 

single largest terms in the wintertime Arctic ocean surface energy budget are upward and downward longwave radiation, 

typically on the order of 150-200 W/m2 (Huwald et al., 2005). Notably, many simulations that have been used to diagnose 

Arctic Amplification rely on AMIP-type simulations which neglect ice thickness changes (e.g. Smith et al., 2019). Even when 

ice thickness anomalies are applied (e.g. Lang et al.2017; Labe et al. 2018; Sun et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2019), they are 120 

specified for a mean gridcell value, missing the potential role of ice thickness heterogeneity which could be important given 

that the conductive flux has a non-linear dependence on ice and snow thickness. 

2.3 Analysis 

We are interested in wintertime Arctic heat fluxes during a period when wintertime central Arctic SIC remain relatively high 

(1950-2070). We first focus on the month of February to explore in detail relationships between conductive heat fluxes, snow 125 
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and sea ice thicknesses, and thickness distributions. Timeseries presented are area averages over the Arctic Ocean (68°-90°N 

from 100°-243°E, and 80°-90°N elsewhere – see inset in Fig. 1b), thereby reducing the influence of changes in winter sea ice 

concentrations (SIC) that are seen in the simulations during this time period in the marginal seas.  

 

The model conductive heat flux is available on a gridcell level. It is computed as an area weighted average of the sub-gridcell 130 

conductive heat fluxes and explicitly accounts for changing ice and snow thicknesses and surface temperatures across the 

different ice thickness categories. Although sub-gridcell conductive heat flux information that would enable us to directly 

relate changes in the sub-gridcell ITD to the net flux was not saved and is not available, sub-gridcell ice and snow thicknesses 

are available. Comparisons between the model net gridcell conductive heat fluxes to those calculated using the sub-gridcell 

ice and snow thicknesses, the gridcell surface temperatures and the 0-layer model demonstrate that the 0-layer model gives a 135 

good approximation for this analysis (Supplemental material). We then compare model conductive heat fluxes which account 

for the subgridscale ice thickness distribution (“CESM-CICE”) with those calculated from the gridcell mean SIT and snow 

thicknesses using the 0-layer model (“MNthick”) to investigate the influence of heterogeneity on conductive heat flux 

calculations. 

 140 

We then explore the relative and changing importance of sea ice conductive heat fluxes to the total surface heat fluxes in a 

warming world in the cold season (October through March) in the 21st century. In the high-latitude Arctic winter, when there 

is no solar radiation and the surface air temperature is well below the freezing point, the net surface heat flux over the sea ice 

(total surface short- and longwave radiation, and sensible and latent heat fluxes) is balanced by the conductive heat flux through 

the ice and snow. In regions not 100% covered by sea ice, there will also be heat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere. The 145 

relative contributions of heat fluxes from ocean and sea ice areas will change both as ice and snow thin, and as sea ice 

concentrations decrease. We ask how these relative contributions change in winter months as the projected climate warms. 

3 Results 

3.1 Sea ice and snow thicknesses 

Over the Arctic Ocean, simulated February surface temperatures and conductive heat fluxes, which are equivalent to the ice-150 

atmosphere heat exchange, increase by ~8°C and 9 W/m2 between the late 20th century and 2070 in the CESM1-LE (Fig. 1a). 

Ocean-ice heat flux increases during this time as well – however by less than 1 W/m2 and therefore is not a large contribution 

to the increased net surface heat exchange. Increases in conductive heat flux are driven by decreases in sea ice and snow 

thickness, since the increase in surface temperatures alone would result in a decrease in conductive heat fluxes (Equation 1). 

During this time, sea ice concentrations in the Arctic Ocean remain high yet sea ice and snow thin dramatically (Fig. 1b), with 155 

a mean total effective thickness (heff) decreasing from a peak near 6 m in the 1970s to 1.5 m by 2070 (Fig. 1c). Snow 

thicknesses averaged over the Arctic Ocean region are typically less than 0.5 m thick – much thinner than sea ice, however 
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snow – and changes in snow – make significant contributions to both the total effective thickness and the changes in total 

effective thickness, due to the much larger insulating capacity of snow (Fig. 1c). 

   Conductive heat fluxes increase first over the East Siberian and Chukchi seas (Fig. 2). By the 2050s, increases in conductive 160 

heat fluxes of 9-12 W/m2 are seen not only in the Chukchi and East Siberian seas, but also extending into the Beaufort Sea and 

the Central Arctic Ocean. Surface temperature increases likewise show the earliest and greatest increases on the Pacific side 

of the Arctic Ocean. However, by the 2050s the areas of greatest warming (>10°C) are present over comparatively larger 

sections of the Arctic Ocean, Beaufort Sea and extend as far as northern Greenland. Sea ice concentrations remain above 95% 

in the Arctic ocean even by the 2050s – changes in heat fluxes from the relatively warmer ocean to the colder atmosphere are 165 

primarily resulting from thinning sea ice and snow rather than increases in open water (see section 3.3). Changes in sea ice 

thicknesses in the CESM1-LE tend to be largest from the Canadian Archipelago, across the Central Arctic ocean and on to the 

East Siberian sea (Supplemental material), whereas changes in snow thickness are greatest near the Canadian Archipelago and 

northern and eastern Greenland. Changes in both sea ice and snow thicknesses are important contributors to the changes in 

effective thickness (Fig. 2). Although snow depth changes are small compared to changes in SIT, they contribute 40% or more 170 

to the changes in effective thicknesses from the central Arctic Ocean to the Canadian Archipelago, Greenland and into the 

Atlantic sector of the Arctic ocean (Fig. 2 and Supplemental material). It is important to note that changes in conductive heat 

fluxes during this time are mitigated by changes in surface temperatures: the roughly 13° surface warming over this period 

would lead to ~5 W/m2 decrease in conductive heat flux if the sea ice and snow did not thin. 

3.2. Sea ice and snow thickness distributions 175 

We investigate the influence of thickness distributions on conductive heat fluxes by calculating conductive heat fluxes using 

the Semtner 0-layer model, daily mean sea ice and snow thicknesses over the ice-covered areas in each grid cell along with 

daily gridcell average surface temperatures (“MNthick”), and then averaging over the month of February. Relative to the fluxes 

computed by the full model (CESM-CICE), the MNthick conductive heat fluxes underestimate heat fluxes throughout the 

Arctic Ocean (Fig. 3a, and Supplemental material). Ensemble mean Arctic Ocean average conductive heat flux is 180 

underestimated by ~6-9 W/m2 using MNthick (Fig. 3). This highlights the importance of resolving thin ice and snow within 

the subgridscale ice thickness distribution.  

 

Differences between these winter-time conductive heat fluxes throughout the Arctic basin are larger in the beginning of the 

21st century (by ~35%) when considerable thick ice is present. Discrepancies between MNthick conductive heat fluxes and 185 

CESM-CICE are small by the 2070s (~16%) when almost all the February sea ice in the Arctic Ocean has thinned considerably 

and the ITD lies within the two thinnest sea ice categories (Fig. 3c). Although grid-cell average thicknesses lead to an 

underestimation of mean conductive heat fluxes, they result in an overestimation in the changes in conductive heat fluxes (by 

~ 36% by 2070; Fig. 3b) and thus influence feedbacks in the warming climate. 

 190 
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3.3 Relative contributions of conductive heat flux changes to total surface heat flux changes in a warming climate 

SICs in the wintertime high latitude central Arctic ocean (80°-90°N) start falling below 90% first in October (2020s), and by 

2070 SICS are below 90% even for December, although they remain above 90% for January through March (Fig. 4). Although 

SICs change very little over this time period in the latter winter months (Dec-Mar), sea ice thins markedly and by 2070 the 

ensemble average SIT is less than 1m for all winter months (not shown). Changes in surface temperatures (Fig. 4a) and heat 195 

fluxes (Fig. 4b) are larger when SICs fall below 90% and more open water is exposed, yet significant increases in both surface 

temperatures (~16°C) and heat fluxes (~20W/ m2) occur even while SICs remain high. Increases in the conductive heat flux 

associated with the thinning of ice and snow contribute ~50%-80% or more of the changes in the net surface heat fluxes when 

the SICs are above ~90-98% (Fig. 4c).  

4 Discussion and Conclusions 200 

This analysis has important implications for atmosphere-only simulations and reanalysis products that require specified sea 

ice concentrations, sea ice thicknesses and snow depths for boundary conditions. These simulations typically prescribe changes 

in sea ice concentration but neglect changes in ice and snow thickness. The sea ice concentration changes lead to large changes 

in albedos, and also direct ocean-atmosphere heat fluxes as more ocean water is exposed to the atmosphere. However, by 

neglecting changes in ice and snow thickness, the changing insulating effect of sea ice is missing. As the climate warms, 205 

changing winter Arctic surface heat fluxes will be dominated by this insulating effect and resulting changes in conductive heat 

fluxes until the sea ice thins enough or SICs decrease enough such that direct ocean-atmosphere heat fluxes become more 

important. In the CESM1-LE, with changing subgridscale ice and snow thicknesses, conductive heat fluxes contribute over 

half of the Dec-Mar surface heat fluxes until 2050-2070. Atmosphere only simulations that consider only changes in sea ice 

concentrations and ignore changes in sea ice and snow thicknesses will simulate that the winter atmosphere in high ice 210 

concentration regions gains less heat from the surface under climate warming. However, if changing ice and snow depths are 

accounted for, the conductive heat fluxes increase and the atmosphere is warmed more. In the CESM1-LE, Arctic basin 

conductive heat flux increases by ~8-10 W/m2 from 2000 to 2070 as winter SIC remain above 90%. 

 

Sea ice and snow exhibit high spatial heterogeneity and climate models often account for this through the inclusion of a 215 

subgridscale ice thickness distribution within their sea ice treatment. This heterogeneity of both sea ice and snow fields impacts 

conductive heat fluxes and thus the projected changes in the net surface heat flux. Climate models that calculate sea ice 

thermodynamics over only gridcell mean sea ice and snow thicknesses (for example in AMIP style simulations) will both 

underestimate mean wintertime conductive heat fluxes, as well as overestimate changes in conductive heat fluxes as the ice 

thins during periods of time that the sea ice goes from relatively thick to relatively thin. These differences can be significant – 220 

in the CESM1-LE mean conductive heat fluxes calculated using grid-cell mean thicknesses lead to an underestimation of ~16-
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35% in mean values and an overestimation of up to ~36% in the changes in conductive heat fluxes in the wintertime Arctic 

basin even while SIC remain above 90%. 

 

These results highlighting the transient nature of the influences of SIT, snow thicknesses, and their distributions on wintertime 225 

surface heat budgets in the CESM suggest that errors due to calculations of conductive heat fluxes in climate models (including 

atmosphere-only simulations) may depend on the initial model mean state. The thermodynamics of sea ice are dependent on 

the mean ice state (e.g. Massonnet et al., 2018) – and this has important implications not only for sea ice evolution in a changing 

world, but also surface heat fluxes in ice covered areas. Models with a relatively thin sea ice mean state will have higher errors 

in changes in surface heat fluxes depending on whether they use grid-cell mean SITs or heterogeneous fields. Sea ice and snow 230 

on sea ice are important components of polar climate thermodynamics and their dynamic and heterogeneous nature – although 

complicated – play important roles in surface heat budgets.  

 

Snow is a much more effective insulator than sea ice and plays important roles in sea ice mass budgets and climate feedbacks. 

Snow depths and distributions in the CESM1-LE are roughly equally important contributors as sea ice thicknesses and 235 

distributions on wintertime conductive heat fluxes. Snow depth distributions in the CESM1-LE show similar patterns compared 

to observations across the Arctic Basin, although simulated snow depths tend to be more evenly distributed and thicker than 

observed (Webster et al., 2020). Snow thicknesses in the most recent version of CESM – the CESM2 – tend to be 

underestimated and have low variability compared to observations. These differences between simulations are due largely to 

differences in precipitation and the mean sea ice state in these two models (Webster, et al., 2020). Discrepancies between 240 

simulations and observations, however, are not well understood and suggest that future collaborative work to test and improve 

snow distributions in the modeling environment would be important for increasing our understanding of Arctic climate and 

predicting snow impacts in a warming climate. 

Code and Data availability 

All analysis and figures were completed using the NCAR Command Language (The NCAR Command Language v.6.6.2 245 

(UCAR, NCAR, CISL and TDD,2019); https://doi.org/10.5065/D6WD3XH5). The scripts used to perform the analysis and 

generate the figures in this manuscript are available on GitHub 

(https://github/llandrum/Cryosphere_SeaIce_Snow_Thicknesses_ArcticHeatFlux) and archived in Zenodo (Landrum, 2021). 

The CESM-LE data are freely available from the following link: http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/projects/community-

projects/LENS/ (last access: 7 April 2020, Deser and Kay, 2020; Kay et al., 2015). 250 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1. CESM1-LE February area-averaged Arctic Ocean (a) surface temperatures, oceanic heat fluxes and conductive heat 

fluxes; (b) SIC, SIT and snow thicknesses (hs); and (c) effective snow thickness (Kratio*hs), and effective total thicknesses 355 

(heff). Ensemble means are show in the solid lines, ensemble ranges in opaque polygons. Arctic Ocean region is shown in the 

map insert in the middle panel. 

 

Figure 2. February decadal mean changes (from 1950-1959) in surface temperatures (a, d), conductive heat fluxes (b, e), and 

effective sea ice + snow thickness (heff; e, f) for the 2010s (a, b, c) and 2050s (d, e, f). The 98% SIC for each decade is shown 360 

by the thick black contour. Stippled areas in the effective thickness (heff) change figures (c, f) indicate regions where changes 

in effective snow thickness (Kratio*hs) account for 40% or more of the changes in the total effective thickness (heff = SIT + 

Kratio*hs). 

 

Figure 3. CESM1-LE February area-averaged Arctic Ocean (a) mean conductive heat fluxes from the model output (“CESM1-365 

CICE”; dark blue) and calculated from mean ice and snow thicknesses (“MNthick”; light blue), and the ratio of MNthick to 

CESM1-CICE (red); (b) changes in February conductive heat fluxes; and (c) sea ice areas by thickness category as well as 

total sea ice area (dark blue). Ensemble means are show in the solid lines, ensemble ranges in opaque polygons. The solid 

black line in top panel indicates a MNthick:CESM1-CICE conductive heat flux ratio of 0.75 for reference. Ensemble means 

in middle panel are thick where the differences become statistically significant at the 95% confidence level (2030 onwards).  370 

 

Figure 4. High latitude central Arctic ocean (80°-90°N) area averaged cold season (October-March) changes in: surface 

temperature (a), net surface heat flux (b), and relative contribution of changes in conductive heat flux to the changes in net 

surface heat flux (c). White dashed/solid contours indicate 98%/90% SIC. 
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